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Phonon squeezing via correlations in the superconducting electron-phonon interaction
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Superconductivity in the conventional BCS model with correlated squeezed phonons is discussed.
Ib is shown that the energy gap and the critical temperature are maximally enhanced in an opti-
mum and finite range of squeezed coupling. For finite-squeezed coupling the ratio 2A/T becomes
coupling-constant dependent and increases beyond the BCS value of 3.53. Ion-mass dependence of
the squeezed coupling constant can yield variations of the isotope exponent from its conventional
BCS value of 0.5.

I. INTRODUCTION

The great success of the BCS model in the conven-
tional theory of superconductivity has been advanced by
the discovery of the mechanism of attractive electron-
electron interaction mediated by the phonon exchange.
Early experimental investigations of isotope effect '

demonstrated the importance of the lattice vibrations
which then resulted in the theoretical formulation by
Frohlich and Bardeen. Following this, the universality
of 2A/T, and other important results have been under-
stood. Today direct phonon exchange is known to be
insufIicient for the understanding of a number of con-
ventional superconductors as well as of high-T materials
although the phonons are undoubtedly known to partici-
pate in the formation of the superconducting state. First
of all a considerable change in the isotope effect and the
other phonon-related properties should be emphasized. '

In the investigations of high-T superconductivity a
tremendous number of possible pairing mechanisms are
discussed to explain especially the anomalies i.n the
isotope data. For instance in charged Bose liquid
superconductivity the isotope exponent o. is negative
and quite small. The Hubbard model with e-ph interac-
tions of the Frohlich type predicts positive n (Ref. 10)
whereas in the overdoped case one finds n & 0 (Ref.
11) always contradicting the experimental data. The
van Hove scenario also cannot explain the isotope data
properly. It should be noticed from these remarks that
there is no known universality between a and T .

In the conventional theory of superconductivity based
on the Frohlich model of the low-energy phonon exchange
as well as in many models of high-T superconductivity
involving phonon degrees of freedom, the linear form
of the interaction corresponding to the harmonic poten-
tial approximation is considered. At the same time, we
know that the phonon correlations exist in some real su-
perconducting materials because of strong anharmonic-
ities and other reasons. Among those one can briefly
mention the IR and Rarnan spectra, the Fano effect~ in-
cluding both the phonon and the electron components,
the photo-induced absorption, the photo-induced con-
ductivity in the mid-IR range, and the photo-induced

superconductivity. The 1-2-3 lattice deformation at T
(Ref. 18) and the recent discovery of the generation of
coherent phonons upon photo-induced pair breaking
are evidence of a new kind of phonon state in uncon-
ventional superconductors. Although there is no direct
evidence that structural lattice instability and high crit-
ical temperature are correlated, there is some room in
theories favoring electron-phonon interaction for possi-
ble indirect influence of unusual phonon dynamics on the
phonon ground state, hence on the T . It is important
to know what kind of changes in the superconducting
properties can be modeled in the context of phonon cor-
relations.

In the present paper we consider the simplest case
when the electron pairing is generated by the Frohlich
interaction with correlated phonons. Our formulation
differs from that of Zheng in the study of the isotope ef-
fect. In order to understand the isotope anomalies result-
ing from the phonon correlations the mass dependence of
the squeezed coupling has to be explicitly taken into ac-
count. This requires the squeezed phonon coupling con-
stant to be kept in the calculations rather than treating
it as an internal variational parameter. The organiza-
tion of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the BCS Hamiltonian including a simple model for two-
phonon correlations and present its solution. In Sec. III
the effect of these correlations on the isotope exponent is
discussed. Finally we conclude with a brief summary of
certain physical examples including recently discovered
borocarbide and boronitride superconductors. The reli-
ability of this simple model within the context of weak-
coupling regime and its extension to strong coupling is
also mentioned.

II. BCS HAMILTONIAN WITH PHONON
CORRELATIONS

In strongly interacting sup erconducting electron-
phonon narrow-band systems it is already known that
the squeezed vacuum phonon ground state lowers the
superconducting ground-state free energy by reducing
the localization effects resulting &om the polaronic nar-
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rowing of the electron band. ' Bipolaronic squeezing
was also applied to high-temperature superconductors.
Zheng has shown that in the strongly correlated elec-
tron systems with strong electron-phonon interaction, a
new phonon ground state (i.e. , squeezed state) is ener-
getically favored against the polaron ground state. This
new ground state is known from the parametric processes
in quantum optics and is characterized by a 8upergou8-
sian distribution with enhanced fluctuations in the num-
ber of particles in comparison to the most familiar equi-
librium Bose-Einstein distribution. It was later shown
that a correlated squeezed vacuum state of phonons in
the momentum space is energetically favored in the same
model as opposed to the uncorrelated one as discussed in
Ref. 20. Anharmonic lattice effects are known to create
phonon correlations. If such cases are in question for a
conventional superconductor the deviations from the con-
ventional BCS properties, in particular from the isotope
effect, can be parametrized in terms of such correlations.
For this purpose we start with the Frohlich Hamiltonian
with the simplest anharmonic phonon interaction which
efFectively includes two-phonon correlations as

'R = ) („ct c„+) ~qbtbq

1/2
I(ldq + Bq )I ie

and

i/2
2 I(idq —oq l ig

v2 0 ~q )

with Aq = u2 —4lrql2. For most realistic cases soften-

ing of the phonon frequency occurs near the boundaries
of the Brillouin zone. If the softening is caused by cer-
tain anharmonic modes then a nonzero squeezed coupling
can be generated self-consistently. Then eq is expected
to have a non-negligible momentum dependence within
the momentum region where a strong softening in the
phonon spectrum is observed. On the other hand we
can take oq

——0 without any loss of generality. After a
little algebra and by using (1), (2), and (3), an effective
Hamiltonian describing the correlated phonon exchange
can be obtained as

Z = ) g„ct.c„.+) n, BtB,
P) cT

+ ) gq c), cA:+q, (b —q+ b )
q) k) cJ

+) (rq bqb q+ r.* btbt ),
&q = &q+&q&-qt (5)

+ ) . &q (Ipql + l~ql) c'„,.c),+q,.(B,+ B,') . (4)
q, k, cr

Phonons can now be decoupled from the electrons by
applying a second Bogoliubov transformation

where c„(ct ) and bq(bt) are the fermion and phonon
annihilation (creation) operators, and gz and tuq are the
single-particle electron and phonon energies, respectively.
Here gq describes the Frohlich-type electron-phonon in-
teraction and rq = lrql e' & describes the degree of cor-
relations between the phonon states. In connection with
quantum optics we will use the term squeezed coupling
for rq. Obviously mechanisms which would give rise to
the process in (1) are forbidden on grounds of energy
conservation if the phonon subsystem is in thermal equi-
librium with the rest of the system. However (1) can ef
fectively represent correlations between the creation (an-
nihilation) of two acoustic modes in the mean field of
an anharmonic ion potential. A more generalized version
of (1) can describe the correlations between two different
modes which can arise in the mixed case of strong lattice
anisotropy and anharmonicity. Correlations described
by the above Hamiltonian have the virtue that nonlinear-
ity of the interaction between different phonon modes is
effectively taken into account. The pure phonon part of
this Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by the Bogoliubov
transformation,

~q = Pq+q + &q+

Since bq, 6 are Bose operators, the squeezed phonon op-
erators Bq, Bt are such that (Bq, B)] = 1 with Ipql
Ivql = 1. The coefFicients are given by

where pq ——P& c& c),+q ~ describes the momentum-
dependent electron-density operator. The transformed
phonon operators are Cq, Ct which obey [Cq, Ct] = 1.
Here we choose pq as

in order to kill the linear term in gq. Equations (5) and
(6) constitute an analog of the Lang-Firsov unitary trans-
formation for the weakly interacting electron-phonon sys-
tem. Finally the decoupled Hamiltonian is

'R = ) („c) cp + ) OqC"Cq

t t+ g ~ q kcr k'+ a' k+q ~
q) k) o'

In the calculation of the single-particle renormalized elec-
tron energy („by correlated phonons there is a contribu-
tion from the Hartree term which originates &om reor-
ganizing the four electron interaction i.n the conventional
normal ordered BCS form. Unlike the conventional BCS
case, however, a part of this renormalization has an ex-
plicit momentum dependence through vq. Calculating
this part of the renormalized single-particle electron en-
ergy in the logarithmic approximation using rectangular
phonon density of states, we find
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with
1 + 2K&/M~

Zp ——Av.p ln )1 —2K&/laID

(8)
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where urLi is the Debye energy, A = p~ ~g~~ /w~ is the
dimensionless BCS coupling constant corresponding to
Kq = 0, and p~ is the electron density of states at the
Fermi level. In the usual Frohlich-BCS picture uD cor-
responds to the energy cutoff introduced for the attrac-
tive e-ph interaction which together with A constitute the
two physical parameters of the model. Their magnitudes
are deduced from the T and the spectral measurements.
Therefore these parameters should not be confused with
the unphysical (bare) ones defined in the Hamiltonian.
Hence we neglect the renormalization of uq or Oq beyond
Eqs. (3).2s

The effective electron-electron coupling is then given

~gq~ (dq + Kq

The Hamiltonian (7) is in the simple conventional BCS
form with the renormalized single-particle electron en-
ergy and enchanced effective attractive electron-electron
coupling. In Eq. (9) the enhancement factor is given by
~~ ~~+~q
Qq Aq

The ground-state zero-temperature energy gap 4 and
the corresponding transition temperature T, can be ob-
tained using conventional methods. In order to obtain an
analytic result we first replace Kq by its average r over
the Fermi surface. However this approximation is jus-
tified only in the weak-coupling mean-field limit. The
energy gap and the transition temperature are then given
by

~( l+K/u~ ) l y & —& /~z)+[(& —& /~z) +& /~~I' '
y

k 1—4~2/~ j A/4J ~
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FIG. 2. Superconducting transition temperature as a func-
tion of squeezed coupling.

III. THE ISOTOPE EFFECT

It is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 that for r g 0 both the energy
gap and the critical temperature monotonically increase
until an optimum value e pt. For small coupling A 0.1
the ratio T, (v ~&)/T, (0) can be as high as 100. The same
ratio becomes smaller very rapidly as A increases. For in-

stance, for A = 0.3 that ratio is approximately 3.2 and for
A = 0.5 it is near 1.6. As the squeezed coupling increases
the electron band width implied by Eq. (8) is gradually
narrowed. Around 2v/wii 1 electrons become strongly
localized due to the strong electron-phonon coupling,
however in this limit these results are probably unreli-
able due to the weak-coupling approximation. Also in
Fig. 3 we show the deviation of the ratio 2A/T, from the
standard BCS value 3.53 for increasing v. .

1 = A ~ +", , ~ ln " tanh " +ln1.13
~ 1—4e /~~ ~ Tc/~z) Tc/~z)

Another interesting result of the existence of correlated
phonons is the deviation of the isotope effect 6..om its
conventional behavior. The ion-mass dependence of K
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FIG. 1. Superconducting BCS energy gap as a function of
squeezed coupling.

FIG. 3. The dimension1ess BCS ratio 2b/T, as a function
of squeezed coupling.
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is subject to the nature of the mechanism which drives
the phonon correlations. Here in order to examine the
isotope efFect we take up a particular case of a double-well
anharmonic lattice potential. Using the self-consistent
harmonic approximation (SCHA) it is possible to show
that the mean-6eld, displaced-ionic potential implicit in
Eq. (1) generates a dynamical squeezed coupling defined
by30

0.6

0.55

I I
I

I I I I I I I I
I

I

(VII)
(I"s+ ~~) ~

2M(uq

0.5

where (V") is the expectation value of the renormalized
force constant evaluated in the phonon ground state of
the double-well at zero temperature and M is the ion
mass. Since from Eq. (3) pv and vv depend on vv,
Eq. (11) represents a self-consistency condition for r~ in

~IISCHA. The solution exists in the range 0 ( g =
~~

q
0.3. Notice that this domain excludes the regular har-
monic phonons (i.e. , (V") = Mw~) as it should.

This range for il corresPonds to 0 & icz/wv & 0.33
which is also within the range of validity of Eq. (8). In
Figs. 1 and 2 this range also corresponds to the monoton-
ically increasing region of 4 and T with K. The simple
argument above shows that squeezed correlated phonon
ground state may possibly exist even in certain conven-
tional superconductors. To get a qualitative feeling, we
examined the possibility of the self-consistent solution of
(11) in a real example. The dimensionless constant q and
K/w~ are calculated for lead as a strong-coupling super-
conductor. Using the Born-von Karman method, Brock-
house et aI,. determined the force constants of Pb from
the phonon-dispersion measurement along the [(((],[(00]
directions for the I and T acoustic branches at T = 100
K by the neutron spectrometry. The determined values
of (V") and Mw at the zone boundaries at each direc-
tion as well as the calculated dimensionless constant g
and e/wii are given in Table I. We find a self-consistent
dynamical solution with K/wLi 0.32 which is the only
nontrivial solution within the domain where a solution
exists (i.e., 0 & il & 0.3). Extrapolation of this result to
T = 0 K is not trivial. However qualitatively the tem-
perature dependence of (V") and wD are expected to be
quite similar. Near T 0 K, therefore the situation is
most probably similar to Table I.

The ion-mass dependence in Eq. (11) is determined by
(V")/MwD. Depending on the form of the ion potential
and the phonon ground state we assume that (V") oc M~,
hence, v. oc M~ / . The corresponding solution of the
isotope exponent from Eq. (10) is monotonic as a function

0.45 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

FIG. 4. The isotope exponent o. as a function of
v = p —1/2.

of M and weakly dependent on v = p —1/2 as shown. in
Fig. 4.

IV. FINAL REMARKS

Phonon correlations can be physically realized in a
number of systems in difFerent forms. A historical and the
simplest example is readily provided by the Peierls transi-
tion. There the static change in the 1D crystal symmetry
properties can be visualized as Rnite number of phonons
existing in the zero-temperature phonon ground state.
Phonon correlations can be crucial to understand the
mechanisms behind the static lattice deformations gen-
erated by impurities, defects, Rnite pressure, and doping.
Correlated squeezed. phonons are known to yield a better
ground state than the two-phonon coherent state in the
linear doubly degenerate Jahn-Teller efFect. There are
strong evidences that all of the above may be relevant
in creating unusual properties of the phonon subsystem
particularly in the nonconventional superconductors.

In the theory of strong-coupling superconductivity the
isotope exponent o. is determined in the Eliashberg-
Nambu formalism by the McMillan-Allen-Dynes T
equation. %lith harmonic phonons o. always yields 0.5
and anharmonicities generally lead to smaller and. pos-
sibly negative values. The Eliashberg theory with a
two-well anharmonic ion potential and three-well
one ' can lead to negative values. Another approach
with frozen phonons yields similar isotope results.

TABLE I. Determined values of (V") from the Born-von Karman analysis of Ref. 28 and Muo
for Pb. The calculated values of m/uz& from Eq. (11) are also listed.

(00

T
L
T

(V") x 10 (dyn/cm)
5.2
29.6
6.5
29.4

M~o x 10 (dyn/cm)
13.5
217.3
10.7
65.0

0.38
0.13
0.6
0.45

~/(uo
0
0.32
0
0
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It is also necessary to mention the recently ob-
served superconductivity in the intermetallic compounds
LNi2BzC with L describing a lanthanide element (Y,
Ho—Lu).4i Electronic-band properties suggest that these
new quaternary compounds are closer to the conventional
electron-phonon type (with T, in the range of 15—23 K)
than to high-T superconductors. 4 The layered struc-
ture of this compound can support anharmonic corre-
lated phonon modes orthogonal to the ¹iBlayers. It
is shown by the present authors that the hopping am-
plitude of the Ni d electrons in the planes is modulated
by anharmonic lattice deformations of B atoms in the
orthogonal direction to the Ni planes. The first contri-
bution appears in the form of the lowest order squeezed
phonon mode with longitudinal polarization perpendicu-
lar to the planes which has a band narrowing effect on the
Ni d electrons. The positive baric derivatives of T and
the recently measured unusual boron isotope effect44 of
these compounds can be qualitatively understood in this
model.

In conclusion, the squeezed coupling parameter v ef-
fectively depends on the ion mass and the concentration
of the carriers. But its explicit form is a rather deli-
cate question. ' In the case of large coherence length
( (for conventional superconductors approximately 104
lattice spacings) only those quantities which are aver-
aged over the coherence volume are important. Thus
T as well as K, depend on the average ion mass. The
( in the high-temperature superconductors and in Cso

related compounds are typically in the range of 10—30
A so that the coherence volume comprises only few unit
cells. One then has to investigate separately the depen-
dence of physical quantities on a complicated distribution
of different ion masses over the unit cell. Therefore for
new superconductors the inhuence of the local lattice de-
formations is more important than for conventional ones.
On the other side, as the adiabatic approximation is
weakened in the existence of strong anharmonic e-ph in-
teraction, the displaced-oscillator state does not properly
represent the real phonon ground state. Hence, anhar-
monic coupling not only leads to a finite rigid displace-
ment but also to the deformation of the phonon wave
function. Our research is under progress in the direction
of formulating the phonon correlations self-consistently
in the strong-coupling anharmonic regime using realistic
phonon density of states.
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